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Custom Orders and 
Corporate Sales



We offer a wide range of customisation options across 

our entire line of Key Organisers and clever organisational 

products, allowing you to add your own branding, or tailor a 

custom message to your existing (or prospective) clients, 

customers or other valued business partners.

A Meaningful Gifting Experience



Excellent Brand Visibility

Leave a lasting impression with a thoughtful and 

practical gift that will elevate your brand and enhance 

the day-to-day life of whoever receives it.

Beautifully Packaged

While the products are important, first impressions 

are paramount. We ensure your gift is finished with 

premium packaging and ready to be presented to 

your recipients. A gift you will be proud to give, and 

they will be delighted to receive.  

Award-Winning Australian Design

With recognition from notable local and international 

design awards, Orbitkey will represent your company 

in the best light. 



Inspired by intentional living and contemporary 

industrial design, Orbitkey is an organisation brand 

helping people live better lives through clever and 

innovative organisation solutions.

Orbitkey was founded in 2013 with a simple idea 

to solve the frustration of noisy pockets, cluttered 

bags and messy keys – and with the support of the 

crowdfunding community, the first Orbitkey Key 

Organiser was brought to life. 

Proudly designed in Melbourne, Australia, the Orbitkey 

product range has since continued to grow – helping 

people organise more than just their keys.

About Orbitkey



Add branding

Transform your keys into a beautiful and  

silent stack.

01   No key jingles.
02  Protect your precious belongings from key scratches. 
03  Expandable and secure locking mechanism to carry 2 to 7 keys.
04  Carry your car key with the D-Ring included.

Key Organiser



Customisation Options We offer a wide range of 

customisation options to tailor your 

gifting experience – helping you 

express genuine appreciation, in 

your own way. 

Deboss on Leather band

Makes a lasting impression 

and presents your brand with 

sophistication.

Note: Gold Foil available only on 

Saffiano Leather.

Colour print on 

Active band

An excellent 

way to keep the 

true identity of 

your brand. 

Informational 

Packaging

Each Key Organiser is 

individually packaged 

in a well-designed, 

premium box with a 

helpful guide.

Fully Customised sleeve

Bring your customisation to 

new heights with a completely 

customised outer sleeve. 

Think of it as a custom gift-

wrap to present your gift in.

Logo print on black sleeve

Complete your business gifting 

experience by adding a screen 

print of your logo onto a black 

outer sleeve.



The Leather Range is a timeless classic and are the all-time bestsellers in our 

collection of signature Key Organisers. Crafted from natural top grain leather 

and stainless steel hardware, it is a style that matures with beauty over time. 

Leather is strong, durable and is a natural material with high perceived value.

Leather

Navy 
/ Tan

Cognac 
/ Tan

Charcoal
/ Grey

Black
/ Black

Black
Hardware

Silver
Hardware

Rose Gold 
Hardware

Blush
/ Blush

Stone
/ Grey

Espresso
/ Brown

Standard Hardware Premium Hardware

Having a reputation for aging well, Crazy Horse is a highly resilient leather 

chosen for its durability and naturally worn-in look. Crazy Horse leather is 

completely buffed, smoothened, and coated with a special wax which allows it 

to develop a unique natural patina over time.

Crazy Horse Leather

Maple 
Red / 
Red

Forest 
Green / 
Green

Aubergine 
Purple / 
Purple

Marine 
Blue / 
Blue

Chestnut 
Brown / 
Brown

Oak 
Brown / 
Brown

Obsidian 
Black / 

Red

Yellow Gold 
Hardware

Gunmetal 
Hardware

Black 
Hardware

Premium Hardware



The Active Range is ideal for those who are always on the go and busy 

balancing a healthy lifestyle. Made from TPU polymer, the rubber-like material 

makes these Key Organisers slim and strong, yet surprisingly soft.

The Active Key Organisers are waterproof, dust resistant, and made 

to withstand everyday use. They are the most economical option for 

customisation and provide great value. 

Active

Jet 
Black

Hunter 
Green

Ultra 
Violet

Midnight 
Blue

Dusty 
Pink

Silver 
Hardware

Available colours



Add even more value to your customised gift with our line of accessories – 

thoughtfully designed to be extremely slim so they take up less room in  

Key Organisers, bags or pockets.

Accessories

USB 3.0 
32GB / 8GB

Multi-
Tool v2

Bottle 
Opener

Nail File & 
Mirror

Bluetooth 
Tracker

Travel
Kit

Available range



Our Bluetooth enabled trackers will help your 

recipients locate their keys and belongings 

with ease. Its slim profile takes up minimal 

space in the Key Organiser.

Orbitkey x 

Chipolo Tracker

With a simple touch of a button, they can track their keys, bags, and anything 

else they don’t want to lose. No more time wasted rummaging around when 

they’re in a rush. The Tracker can even be used as a remote camera button.

Available colours

Black Stone



A home for all your everyday essentials, 

Orbitkey Nest is a portable and customisable 

desk organiser with an in-built wireless charger 

– helping your team or customers declutter 

and stay organised, wherever they are.

01   10W wireless charging pad to keep devices charged.
02  Customise storage with movable dividers.
03  Single layer organisation to help easily locate items. 
04  Dual access modes – stationed or on the go. 
05  Unique dual-function hinge doubles as a pen loop. 
06  Dedicated storage for cards and loose items.

Orbitkey Nest



Orbitkey Nest functions as a valet tray, wireless charger and storage space all 

in one beautifully designed package. With a unique dual-function hinge, the 

top tray can be separated from the internal storage to easily retrieve items 

while working at a desk, or simply flipped open like a book to access essentials 

on the go. It is perfect for those who often work remotely, or teams that use 

hot-desking – as Nest makes it easy to pack up and go at a moment’s notice.

Available colours

Black Ash



A clever desk mat with built-in organisational 

features – helping you optimise your 

workspace so you can stay productive and do 

your best work everyday.

01   Transform your workspace.
02  Document hideaway to store loose papers and notes.
03  Magnetic cable holder keeps cables in place.
04  Toolbar to keep stationery and work essentials organised.
05  Made from premium vegan leather and 100% recycled PET felt. 
06  Available in 2 sizes: Medium (680 x 370 mm / 26.7 x 14.5 inches) 
06  and Large (890 x 420 mm / 35 x 16.5 inches).

Orbitkey 

Desk Mat



The Orbitkey Desk Mat creates visual structure in your work area, helping you 

organise your work tools in a defined space. Additional organisational features 

– including the document hideaway, toolbar and magnetic cable holder – give 

all your work essentials a home, so they are out of the way but always readily 

accessible. The Orbitkey Desk Mat will help you keep your desk tidy throughout 

the day – so you’re always organised and ready for the next. 

Available colours

Black Stone

Medium (680 x 370 mm / 26.7 x 14.5 inches) - Colour Printed Logo 

Large (890 x 420 mm / 35 x 16.5 inches) - Colour Printed Logo

Available sizes



“...they were extremely well-received by our 

international partners at the conference and our 

team was proud of talking about them as they 

represent our University well and we value the 

innovation, design and entrepreneurship.”

– RMIT University



“As mortgage brokers we were keen to reward our valued clients and first home 

buyers in a unique way that would also prove lasting, give great functionality 

and match a level of style that we know is synonymous with Melbourne.

Our star logo embossed on the Key Organiser we felt provided an understated 

and elegant reminder of our company every time our stakeholders entered 

their homes.

 

When selecting a corporate gift, its a delicate balance between relevance, 

cost, function and aesthetics and we feel we have been thoroughly pleased 

with our decision to champion the Orbitkey Key Organiser.”

Client Testimonial

SOLUTIONS



Our manufacturing partners are carefully assessed and hand-

picked based on their unique capabilities.

We believe in the approach of staying close to the action –  

from the beginning where the pen hits the paper, to the 

moment the product comes off the assembly line. Every 

component goes through strict and precise quality inspection 

processes before being packaged and shipped to you.

Our Approach



We’re offsetting our carbon footprint
Here at Orbitkey, we’ve been taking scalable steps to permanently 

reduce our carbon emissions, and we’re proud to announce that we are 

Climate Neutral Certified.

What does it mean to be Climate Neutral Certified?
Climate Neutral is an independent non-profit organisation that provides 

tools for companies to:

Carbon credits are in turn invested into reducing and capturing carbon dioxide, and  

can support a range of projects such as forest conservation and renewable energy.  

What we’re committed to do
In 2020, we will ensure that at least 50% of our new products will be made from LWG 

certified leather and recycled fabric materials. Likewise, 80% of our packaging will 

be produced from recyclable materials. We will also reduce our air freight shipments 

company-wide by 40%, and at our headquarters in Melbourne, we will reduce our paper 

and toner emissions by 60%. But we know that this is only the beginning, and we will 

continue to improve our processes and further reduce our emissions every year.

Measure their carbon footprint through economic modeling; 

Reduce their emissions by developing and implementing carbon 

reduction plans;

 

Offset their emissions if they cannot be immediately reduced by 

purchasing carbon credits; and 

Use the label to empower customers to choose brands that choose to 

pay for their carbon emissions.

Climate Neutral Certified



Thank you for taking the time to browse through our Business 

Gifting catalogue. If you have any questions, or would like to chat 

more about your gifting project, please feel free to contact us at 

sales@orbitkey.com. 

Our friendly team is ready to help you explore a range of creative 

options to suit your needs, timeline and budget. 

We look forward to working with you!

Thank You.

We’ve had the pleasure of working with



sales@orbitkey.com

www.orbitkey.com

Instagram/Facebook—@orbitkey
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